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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is concerned with bioinformatics data integration. The first chapter illustrates the current state of biological pathway databases in general, and in particular, plant pathway databases. Key studies are cited to illustrate the potential benefits that may come from further research into integration methods.

Different models are explored to interface with the various stakeholders of biological data repositories. A public website (http://www.metnetonline.org) was built to address the role of a bioinformatics data warehouse as a server for external third parties. A dedicated API (MetNetAPI: http://www.metnetonline.org/api) accommodates bioinformaticians (and software developers in general) who wish to build advanced applications on top of MetNet. The API (implemented as .NET and Java libraries) was designed to be as user-friendly to programmers, as the public website is to end-users. Finally, a hybrid model is examined: the use of XML as a repository for information integration, downstream processing, and data manipulation. An overview of the use of XML in biological applications is included.

MetNetAPI functions according to certain principles; a subset of the API is abstracted and implemented to interface with a range of other public databases. This results in a new bioinformatics toolkit that can be used to mix and match data from heterogeneous sources in a transparent manner. An example would be the grafting of protein-protein interaction data on top of araCyc pathways.
Biological network data is often distributed over a variety of independently modeled databases. This dissertation makes two contributions to the field of bioinformatics: A new service – MetNet Online – is now operating which offers access to the earlier created and integrated MetNetDB data repository. The service is geared toward end-users, students and researchers alike, as well as seasoned bioinformatics software developers who wish to build their own applications on top of an already integrated datasource. Furthermore, integrated databases are only useful when they can be synchronized with their respective external sources. Thus, a framework was created that allows for a systematic approach to such integration efforts. In closing, this work provides a roadmap to maintain current as well as prepare for future integrated biological database projects.
Plants are important sources of food and plant products are essential for modern
human life. Plants are increasingly gaining importance as drug and fuel resources,
bioremediation tools and as tools for recombinant technology. Considering these
applications, database infrastructure for plant model systems deserves much more
attention. Study of plant biological pathways, the interconnection between these
pathways and plant systems biology on the whole has in general lagged behind human
systems biology. In this article we review plant pathway databases and the resources that
are currently available. We lay out trends and challenges in the ongoing efforts to
integrate plant pathway databases and the applications of database integration. We also
discuss how progress in non-plant communities can serve as an example for the
improvement of the plant pathway database landscape and thereby allow quantitative
modeling of plant biosystems. We propose Good Database Practice as a possible model
for collaboration and to ease future integration efforts.

Introduction and background

A biological pathway is a programmed sequence of molecular events in a cell.
This chain of events executes a particular cellular function or brings about a specific
biological effect. Knowledge of an organism’s pathways is essential to understand a
biological system at different levels, from simple metabolism to complex regulatory reactions. Many pathways are complex and hierarchical and are themselves interconnected to form, to participate in, or to regulate a network of events. Over the last couple of decades, there has been an exponential increase in the information on these pathways, their components and their functions [1]. This stems from the biotechnological advancements in genomics and proteomics and high throughput technologies like microarray and two-hybrid screens. For numerous species, this has increased our knowledge about normal pathways as well as rogue/aberrant pathways that lead to a variety of diseases. Examples include pathways that lead to cancer [2] or pathways that lead to aberrant leaf development in plants [3]. Production of large amounts of data necessitates the creation of pathway databases and repositories, where information about the pathways along with their molecular components and reactions is stored. These data sets often become data-sources in their own right, and are shared with the public, explaining in part the large number of databases that exist today [1].

Simultaneously, technological advancements that allow access to and discovery of novel pathway information have resulted in the creation of many more pathway databases [1] that target different organisms, processes and mechanisms. Availability of such vast amounts of information in an ordered format has led us to ask new questions. Ideker and colleagues [4] have raised questions pertinent to evolutionary and comparative biology, e.g. ‘considering that the protein sequences and structures are conserved, could the protein-interaction networks be conserved as well? Is there a minimal set of pathways that is required by all living organisms? Can the evolutionary
distance be measured at the network connectivity level rather than at the DNA or protein level? Answers to these and other questions will lead to an increased understanding of living systems, which in turn may result in more questions, at other levels, that are currently unimaginable. Information aggregated from different pathway databases is often more useful than information from individual databases. Integration of information from various pathway databases can be used to reveal novel information about a system.

Information from pathway databases has been used for different purposes. Information analysis and data mining holds the potential for discovery of orthologous/analogous pathways and pathway components in other related organisms [5]. For example, organisms which are difficult to cultivate in vitro and therefore are less amenable to laboratory studies could be examined in silico through a study of orthologs. Iterative expansion of pathway data can be utilized to build models of biological mechanisms based on the hypotheses derived from these initial data; see Bumgarner and Yeung [6] for a recent review. Models can (and should) in turn generate experimentally verifiable predictions.

Pathway database analysis can be used to find patterns in the pathways that are related to a disease [7] and aid in the identification of new drug targets [8]. Another idea is targeted drug discovery by screening the complete pathway as compared to a single pathway component [9]. Pathway analysis can also be used to identify molecular switches that lead to disease and to efficiently turn them off to silence them without affecting the rest of the system. A recent study on riboswitches illustrates how one can reengineer components of a pathway to control expression of multiple genes [10].
Compared to the exponential increase in human/animal pathway databases, development of plant pathway databases has been modest and a smaller number of applications have resulted. Plant pathway databases have remained relatively underutilized. This apparent lacuna is all the more concerning considering that plants are important as food crop, fiber and plant-based fuel source. Examples from non-plant resources and their applications can serve as inspiration for plant scientists who wish to control pathways, for instance, to produce crops with longer shelf life or enhance immunity to plant pathogens.

In this review, we provide an overview of existing plant pathway databases, look at current progress and how the information contained in the databases has been used in the past and can be used in the future. We use examples from the existing plant pathway databases to showcase the potential of database integration. Non-plant integration applications are discussed to suggest future potential. Finally, we discuss how already existing information can be further enriched, organized and utilized for practical applications. We also highlight the acute need of robust, long-term, and user-friendly interactive databases.

The pathway database landscape

Pathguide [1], an online pathway resource meta-database, provides an overview of more than 300 biological pathway resources that have been developed to date. These include pathway databases, tools for data analysis, visualization and data extrapolation and other (peripheral) databases that can be linked with pathway databases to provide
additional information. Some databases are specific to a particular organism, e.g. AraCyc [11] deals with the metabolic pathways of Arabidopsis thaliana. Some pathway databases are specific to a certain disorder or disease, e.g. the Human Cancer Protein Interaction Network (HCPIN)[12]; other contain information about a certain system in an organism, e.g. InnateDB [13], a repository for pathways involved in the innate immune system of humans and mice.

**Figure 1 - Pathway resources with plants and humans annotated as major organisms from a total of the 328 resources available in Pathguide.** Inclusive - databases containing several other major organisms apart from plant or human; dedicated databases dedicated to plants or humans; other - databases for other organisms, or databases for numerous organisms which may also include human and plant information, and pathway tools. Numbers indicate the actual number of resources available for each category in Pathguide.

Plant pathway databases, when compared to human pathway databases, are fewer in number (Figure 1) and much less diverse. There is an increasing awareness about the importance of plants as food crops, but it appears that only limited resources have been devoted to uncovering and understanding plant pathways. A comparison of the number of genomes sequenced to date for mammals and higher plants (Figure 2) shows that
plants receive less attention from the sequencing community when compared to other organisms. The absolute numbers differ between the databases (some sites are kept more current than others), but the trend remains the same. There are many biologically, medically and economically important plants that differ in their physiology. In addition, secondary metabolism is important from a pharmacological point of view. Therefore, there is a need for many more genomes to be sequenced, proteomes to be studied and pathways to be uncovered for the optimal utilization of plants. While lower numbers of genome sequencing data do not completely explain the lack of pathway databases, they certainly contribute to it.

Figure 2: A comparison of genomes sequenced for mammals and higher plants. Data from NCBI Genome Database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/static/gpstat.html), Genome Pages at EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/genomes/eukaryota.html) and GOLD database (http://www.genomesonline.org/cgi-bin/GOLD/bin/gold.cgi?pageRequested¼Complete%20Published) are compared. Numbers in the bars indicate the number of genomes sequenced.
Most plant pathway databases contain information on the networks in their own right, e.g. metabolic or regulatory networks in A. thaliana or soybean. However, there are no specialized databases yet that deal with pathways for plant immunity, plant growth or for controlling the size of plant organs.

For the purpose of this review, pathway databases are broadly classified into four types: metabolic pathways, gene regulatory networks, protein–protein interaction networks, and signaling pathways. ‘Metabolic pathways’ are the earliest discovered and best studied pathways.

**Metabolic Pathways**

Metabolic pathways are represented by a series of enzymatic reactions that take place at the level of small molecules. These have been elaborated and characterized for many organisms. Table 1 presents an overview of available metabolic pathway databases dedicated to different plant species and the sites that host them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>AraCyc</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.arabidopsis.org/biocyc/index.jsp">http://www.arabidopsis.org/biocyc/index.jsp</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oryza sativa japonica</td>
<td>RiceCyc</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/ARA/class-tree/object=Pathways">http://pathway.granome.org/ARA/class-tree/object=Pathways</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorghum bicolor</td>
<td>SorghumCyc</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/SORGHUM/class-tree/object=Pathways">http://pathway.granome.org/SORGHUM/class-tree/object=Pathways</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicago truncatula</td>
<td>MedCyc</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/MEDIC/class-tree/object=Pathways">http://pathway.granome.org/MEDIC/class-tree/object=Pathways</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helianthus tuberosus</td>
<td>HelianthusCyc</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/Helianthus">http://pathway.granome.org/Helianthus</a> class-tree/object=Pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capsicum</td>
<td>CapCyc</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/CAP/class-tree/object=Pathways">http://pathway.granome.org/CAP/class-tree/object=Pathways</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solanum tuberosum</td>
<td>Solanum tuberosumCyc</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/POTATO/class-tree/object=Pathways">http://pathway.granome.org/POTATO/class-tree/object=Pathways</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffea canephora</td>
<td>CoffeaCyc</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td><a href="http://pathway.granome.org/COFFEA/class-tree/object=Pathways">http://pathway.granome.org/COFFEA/class-tree/object=Pathways</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitis vinifera</td>
<td>VitisNet</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gxstate.edu/esv/vitri/pathways.cfm">http://www.gxstate.edu/esv/vitri/pathways.cfm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populus trichocarpa</td>
<td>PoplarCyc</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td><a href="http://pmn.plantcyc.org/POPLAR/server.html">http://pmn.plantcyc.org/POPLAR/server.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petunia x hybrida</td>
<td>PetuniaCyc</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td><a href="http://solyc.sologenics.net/PET/server.html">http://solyc.sologenics.net/PET/server.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solanum melongena</td>
<td>SolCyc</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td><a href="http://solyc.sologenics.net/SOLA/organism-summary/object=SOLA">http://solyc.sologenics.net/SOLA/organism-summary/object=SOLA</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicotiana tabacum</td>
<td>NicotianaCyc</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td><a href="http://solyc.sologenics.net/TOBACCO/server.html">http://solyc.sologenics.net/TOBACCO/server.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Overview of plant species specific metabolic pathway databases*
Metabolic pathway databases like MetaCyc [14] contain experimentally verified metabolic pathways and enzyme information for more than 2000 organisms and can be used to predict orthologous pathways in another organism for which the genome has been sequenced and annotated. A dedicated portal for plant metabolic pathway databases is SolCyc (available at http://solcyc.solgenomics.net/). SolCyc is a Pathway Tools-based (and thus MetaCyc inferred) pathway genome database (PGDB) currently containing small molecule metabolism data for five plants belonging to family solanacea—tomato, potato, tobacco, pepper and petunia.

The pathways section of Gramene database [15] (a database for grasses such as rice, maize, sorghum, barley, oats, wheat and rye) contains the known and predicted biochemical pathways of rice (RiceCyc) and sorghum (SorghumCyc), both of which are curated by the Gramene database and were built using the Pathway Tools’ PathoLogic module. The website also mirrors the known and predicted biochemical pathways from SolCyc, AraCyc, EcoCyc and the MetaCyc reference databases.

The ‘golden standard’ AraCyc for A. thaliana was built using the Pathway Tools’ PathoLogic module with MetaCyc. AraCyc, in addition, uses manual curation to enrich its data. The trade-off is slower progress in completing the network, yet the end result is highly documented and has a more accurate structure. One can argue that databases are of higher quality when domain experts scrutinize the available literature and manually curate them. They can add their scientific experience and intuition to find facts in a way that any algorithm is yet to mimic. However, this all depends on the availability of such
experts and for genome-wide projects it is certainly challenging to gather all potentially involved.

The success of AraCyc has led to a broader plant-centric rather than organism-centric initiative, the Plant Metabolic Network (PMN) (available at http://www.plantcyc.org/). This is a collaborative project to build a broad network of plant metabolic pathway databases. PlantCyc, that incorporates some data from MetaCyc, is the central feature of PMN and is a database containing manually curated or reviewed information about shared metabolic pathways present in more than 300 plant species. PlantCyc serves as a reference database, while PMN also contains single species/taxon based databases. Additionally, PMN has a small number of pathways that are known to be present in other organisms and are predicted to exist in plants.

**Gene Regulatory Networks**

‘Gene regulatory networks’ consist of transcription factors and the genes that they regulate. These networks comprise of protein–DNA interactions and may also include sRNA/miRNA and sRNA/ miRNA target gene regulation. A regulatory network is formed by a series of events where regulation of one gene leads to the control of another. An example of a regulatory network database is the Arabidopsis Gene Regulatory Information Server (AGRIS) [16] which contains information on the transcription factors and cis-regulatory elements that are regulated by them in A. thaliana. AGRIS presently consists of three databases: AtcisDB, AtTFDB and AtRegNet. AtcisDB contains upstream regions of annotated A. thaliana genes and describes the experimentally validated and predicted cis-regulatory elements. AtTFDB
holds information on the transcription factors grouped into 50 conserved domain families. AtRegNet describes direct interactions between transcription factors and target genes. AGRIS also contains a Regulatory Networks Interaction Module (ReIN), that allows creation, visualization and identification of regulatory networks in A. thaliana. While AGRIS contains data from sequence annotations, TRANSFAC [17] is a gene regulatory network database that contains data on transcription factors, their experimentally proven binding sites and the genes they regulate in 300 species. TRANSFAC is one of the few proprietary plant database resources in PathGuide.

PlantCARE [18] is a database of plant cis-acting regulatory elements where the data on the transcription sites are extracted from literature supplemented with predicted data. PlantCARE provides levels of confidence for experimental evidence, functional information and position of the promoter. Additionally, a plant DNA query sequence can be searched for cis-regulatory elements using a query tool in PlantCARE.

PlantTFDB [19] is a recently constructed database that contains transcription factors from 49 plant species, grouped into 58 families. Each transcription factor is comprehensively annotated with respect to functional domains, 3D structures, gene ontology, gene expression information from expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and microarrays and annotations from other databases.

AthaMap [20] is a genome-wide map of published or experimentally determined transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) in A. thaliana. It also includes predicted sites. AthaMap allows searching for a genomic sequence or a gene to display the potential TFBS. It also provides search functionality for user defined potential co-localization
elements. Genes of interest can be analyzed for identification of common TFBSs. Conversely, genes that harbor specific TFBS can also be identified using AthaMap.

Gene co-expression network databases for plants are under development. Such databases contain information on co-expression of genes after examining a large number of experimental conditions. These can be used for identification of genes involved in a certain function, identification of cis-regulatory elements, construction of regulatory networks (although co-expression does not necessarily mean co-regulation [21]) and assist in many other biological problems. Some examples of gene co-expression networks and their applications are discussed in the Supplementary Data.

**Protein–protein Interaction Networks**

‘Protein–protein interaction pathways’ contain all interactions, stable or transient, between same or different proteins that are important for the functioning of a cell. Protein–protein interactions take place during protein modification, protein transport, protein oligomerization for activity/non-activity, chaperone assisted protein folding, signal transduction, etc. Protein–protein interaction pathways contain information on all these interactions. The A. thaliana protein interactome database (AtPID) is one such database [22]. It contains protein interaction pairs found through manual text mining or in silico predictions using various bioinformatics methods, along with protein pairs that have been confirmed.

It is now recognized that the experiments required to generate protein interaction data (e.g. yeast-twohybrid systems) often give false positives as well as false negatives and hence it is important to use this type of data with caution. To discern whether a
certain result is reliable, one needs to know the type of experiment and the conditions used, as well as details about the results. A rational assessment as to whether an interaction is truly possible in vivo can be made based on a variety of factors, including the domains involved in interaction and the type of interaction. The IntAct database [23], which contains protein–protein interaction information on several organisms including plant systems, includes such high level details.

Another database, the Predicted Arabidopsis Interactome Resource (PAIR)[24], predicts the potential interactions in A. thaliana using a support vector machine (SVM) model (a machine learning approach) and careful preparation of example data, selection of indirect evidence and a tight control of false positives. We believe that the PAIR database is currently the most accurate and comprehensive database on A. thaliana protein–protein interactions.

Combining interaction data generated through experimental and predictive methods increases the coverage of an interactome and can lead to more reliable information. When the same data is obtained through different methods one can reasonably expect more accurate data. STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins) [25] is a multi-organism (not limited to the kingdom Plantae) database that includes all available protein–protein interactions. It scores and weighs this information and augments it with predicted interactions and automated text-mining results. STRING includes both physical and functional information on the interactions. This adds an extra measure of reliability to the interaction data.

Signaling Pathways
‘Signaling pathways’ comprise of molecular networks in the signal transduction cascade. These are involved in transmission of information from one part of the cell to another (intracellular, e.g. from the cytoplasm to the nucleus) or from one cell to another (intercellular, e.g. from one neuron to another). Extracellular stimuli can also bring about the activation or inhibition of a pathway and thus a change in the cellular environment. Signaling pathways often involve protein–protein interactions at different levels like protein modification (e.g. protein phosphorylation), protein translocation and protein complex formation or dissociation. Several signaling pathway databases, for example SPIKE [26], exist for non-plant eukaryotes. INOH (hosted at http://www.inoh.org/) is a signaling pathway database for Drosophila melanogaster. SignaLink (hosted at http://signalink.org/) is a cross-species database that includes pathways from human, D. melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans. In contrast, few plant signaling pathway databases exist and they lack the quality and efficiency in comparison to their non-plant counterparts. The DRASTIC [27] database resource for analysis of signal transduction in cells developed by the Scottish Crop Research Institute (SCRI) was one of the first relational databases in this area. It included ESTs and regulated genes in response to various environmental factors like pathogens, chemical exposure, drought, salt and low temperature. The data was collected from refereed journals. However, this reference resource is no longer available.

Recently, a database containing the stress response transcription factor database, STIFDB [28], has been created for A. thaliana. It contains the abiotic stress response genes that were found upregulated in microarray experiments, with options to identify
possible transcription factor binding sites. PathoPlant [29, 30] is another relational
database that contains components of signal transduction pathways related to plant
pathogenesis. It also contains microarray data of genes expressed in response to
pathogens.

There is a glaring need for plant signaling pathway databases that contain and
regularly update all proven and potential/putative signaling pathways in plants as these
are discovered. MAPK signaling cascades were discovered >15 years ago in plants [31].
Analogues of pathways that were only known in animals are now being found as well.
For example, glutamate receptors (iGluRs) that are involved in excitatory
neurotransmission pathways have been extensively studied in the animal kingdom and
have been included in several pathway databases. Glutamate receptor-like proteins
(GLRs) were reported in 1998 in A. thaliana [32]. Since then these proteins in A.
thaliana and other plants have been suggested to be involved in a wide array of
pathways, through transgenic plant studies or pharmacological studies. Suggested
functions include Ca2þ allocation [33], carbon/nitrogen sensing [34], regulation of
abscisic acid and water balance [35], coordinating mitosis in root apical meristem [36],
light signal transduction [37] and resistance to fungal infections [38]. Both MAPKs and
glutamate-like receptors from A. thaliana are included in a few plant pathway databases
like AtPID. However, it is difficult for a biologist looking for pathways involved in
resistance to fungal infections, for example, to come immediately across the glutamate
receptor-like system or conversely to find all the plant pathways that glutamate receptor
like-proteins are involved in by using a keyword. Such databases would be essential to
‘de-specialize’ information and make it available to a wider range of scientists. This also highlights the need for such databases to be freely available to allow biologists irrespective of the system/field that they work with (plant, animal, microbial and so on) with an interest in a particular pathway to retrieve all the relevant information available.

Signaling pathway mechanisms like sugar signaling [39], light signaling [40], jasmonate signaling [41] and their components have been discovered in plants and call for dedicated pathway databases. Looking at the signaling pathways and the properties that these affect in plants, it can be concluded that these pathways cross-connect. It is important to understand these pathways and to integrate this information with other databases in order to obtain a more complete picture which would then enable plant scientists to modulate certain plant properties without affecting other mechanisms and pathways.

**Pathway visualization tools**

Visualization of pathway data is important not only to understand the data, but also to analyze and to build valid hypotheses based on these data. To address these requirements, many pathway/network visualization tools have been constructed with different functionalities. The level of visualization that these tools offer range from simple two-dimensional pathway maps like those provide by KEGG, to three-dimensional and hierarchical visualizations in immersive virtual reality (C6) environments like those provided by MetNetGE [42]. Interactive visualization allows users to analyze, edit and modify the pathways based on their own experimental data, as
is provided by GenMAPP [43]. Gehlenborg et al. [44] in their recent review have
thoroughly reviewed available pathway visualization tools and have broadly divided
these tools into two partly overlapping categories—tools focused on automated methods
for interpreting and exploring large biological networks and tools focused on assembly
and curation of pathways. Many of these tools integrate with public databases, allowing
the users to analyze and visualize their own data. Another exhaustive overview of
visualization tools has been presented by Suderman and Hallett [45]. For a critical
evaluation of the requirements for biological visualization tools based on interviews
conducted to understand the needs for pathway analysis, see ref. [46].

Pathway database evolution through integration

An individual pathway database holds a variety of information. This has proved
to be challenging for scientists who want to access and use this information. Information
is scattered across various databases that differ not only in the type of data they contain,
but also the form in which they exist. Additionally, in an actual living cell, the pathways
are vastly interconnected. Integration of pathway databases thus becomes imperative in
order to understand a biological mechanism in its entirety. Researchers interested in a
particular biological mechanism should be able to easily find and access all the data they
need, without having to go through the difficult process of shifting data from different
databases that are based on different platforms.

One of the biggest challenges to the integration of databases is their diversity.
The existing databases have syntactic differences in the form of data file formats and
retrieval methods and semantic differences in the terminologies and data models [47]. Several pathway database resources listed in Pathguide are not machine-readable. Machine-readability is an essential requirement for automatic data retrieval and processing. Recognition of these challenges has demanded increased efforts to establish pathway ontology standards for defining models. Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) has presented itself as one such standard for storing and sharing of computational models of biological networks [48]. Another, named BioPAX [49] was developed for detailed pathway depiction and for permitting data exchange as used in the development of MetNet [50]. PSI-MI [51] allows data exchange for protein–protein interactions, while CellML [52] enables storage and exchange of computer based mathematical models. Other data exchange formats exist that are peripherally associated with network-data and can certainly serve as input for other software packages that determine such networks. The Chemical Markup Language (CML) can be used to describe small molecules and ligands that participate in networks [53], whereas the Protein Markup Language (ProML), along with its predecessor PDB, can be used to characterize larger binding-partners [54]. The Microarray Gene Expression Markup Language (MAGE-ML) can be used as input to determine gene co-expression networks under various conditions [55]. The Ondex eXchange Language (OXL) format claims superiority over a range of formats [56], but is more general and requires more coding to implement correctly. Finally, an Application Programming Interface (API) can be provided [57], but then each API requires some study of its peculiarities (as it applies to only one particular database) as well.
Providing an easy-to-use interface for end-users is challenging with formats that allow too many options. All standards are now being used by at least some pathway databases and are certainly steps in the right direction. While laudable efforts in their own right, the proliferation of different data formats creates its own problems: providers need to decide which formats to support and each format represents a laborious and resource-intensive effort. Therefore, many times data formats still need to be converted from one format into another [58].

Ongoing efforts to automate data access and retrieval make the process much simpler for a biologist. KEGG [59] is a comprehensive resource for metabolic pathways and contained data that were originally curated manually from literature and the pathways existed as simple drawings. All pathway maps in KEGG have been redrawn, using KegSketch. The resulting KGMLþ files [60] are machine readable and editable.

Plant pathway database integration is a challenge as far fewer plant genomes have been sequenced compared to other life forms (which makes it more difficult to base inferences on homology) and the data resources on plant pathways are more dispersed [61]. The uniqueness of secondary metabolism that exists in many systems adds another layer of complexity. It is, therefore, even more important for plant pathway databases to start incorporating and supporting already existing standard formats for better integration of information and knowledge extraction. The positive side of having a limited number of plant pathway databases is that standardization needs to be applied to a smaller number of pathways. This entails less work than what would be required in other settings.
As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1, plant databases are still far from being overwhelmed with information and diversity load. This makes their standardization and implementation efforts much more realistic than for other systems. Furthermore, this in itself can pave the way for other systems to follow suit by learning from the successes and challenges of plant pathway database integration projects. It would therefore be a tremendously useful exercise for all upcoming plant pathway databases to start following universal standardization right from their conception. Perhaps journals should only accept the publication of databases that conform to—what we term as—Good Databasing Practice (GDbP) standards (Table 2), thereby forcing these to become standard practice. Such practices have already been incorporated for microarray and sequencing results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good databasing practice</th>
<th>Usefulness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy user access</td>
<td>Easy access for even the non-specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated visualization tools</td>
<td>Ease understanding and analysis of large data sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard ontology</td>
<td>Ease of data exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility to integrate data from other databases</td>
<td>Expansion of available information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper documentation of stored data; provision of source and reliability of original data</td>
<td>Possibility to get back to the original source if required, enable judgment of accuracy of inferred information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of risk factors and probability of error propagation when deriving orthology in another species</td>
<td>Using particular data with caution when inferring a pathway or an ortholog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good user support</td>
<td>Good response time to user queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular update/maintenance</td>
<td>Update information; removal of errors, bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular and professional data curation and annotation</td>
<td>Manual curation of the data/annotations to remove errors generated by automatic data retrieval; annotation—both derived from source and inferred—help describing an entity or an event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of Good Databasing Practices

Applications of pathway database integration

Pathway database integration yields many potential advantages for the biologist and software developer alike. If successful, numerous applications will follow, many of
which will be surprising or even unthinkable today. To better appreciate the potential of integration, a few case studies from other fields are presented.

One study [62] integrated data from three metabolic pathways—fatty acid synthesis genes from Arabidopsis Lipid Gene Database [63] (http://lipids.plantbiology.msu.edu/), starch metabolism genes from Starch Metabolism Network project (http://www.starchmetnet.org/) and the original references for leucine catabolism—with transcriptomics data, leading to a picture that no individual study was able to show by itself. The integration revealed that each of these pathways is structured as a co-expressed module with the possibility that these modules exist in a hierarchical organization. The transcripts from each module co-accumulate over a wide range of environmental and genetic perturbations and developmental stages.

In another case study [61], A. thaliana pathways from protein interaction databases were integrated with co-expression data using the Ondex system (http://www.ondex.org/). This method enabled the determination of co-expression of the interacting protein partners and the levels of expression.

An interesting example of using database integration to obtain enhanced information about a system is AraGEM [64]. AraGEM is an attempt at building genome scale reconstruction of the primary metabolic network in A. thaliana. It used A. thaliana metabolic genome information from KEGG as a core enriched with information on the cellular compartmentalization of metabolic pathways from literature and, apart from others, databases like AraPerox [65] and Arabidopsis information resource TAIR [66]. A total of 75 essential primary metabolism reactions were identified for which genetic
information was unknown. The resulting genome-scale model was then used to construct a metabolic flux model of plant metabolism representing both photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic cell types. The model was validated by simulation of plant metabolic functions inferred from literature. AraGEM exemplifies how genome-scale models can be first built and then used to explore highly complex and compartmentalized eukaryotic networks and to construct and examine testable, non-trivial hypotheses.

A thorough literature search on plant pathways and newly discovered mechanisms can enable design of new applications through database integration. In plants, for example, hormonal and defense signaling pathways have been found to cross-talk through identical components [67]. An integration of these two types of information can point towards new targets to counteract the microbial components that decrease plant resistance and lead to disease.

**Non-plant references and opportunities for the future**

Human databases have already benefitted from integration of information from different pathway databases. For example, a meta-analysis study of Type-2 diabetes was conducted to find different genes that are involved in the disease. Various types of data were used: medical reviews, phenotype information, proteome analysis results, candidate gene lists from previous studies, differential gene expression and time series microarray studies [68]. The study also incorporated information from several pathway databases including KEGG, Reactome [69], BioCyc [70], GO [71], IntAct and TRANSFAC to add pathway information and to derive cellular network information on these genes. This
allowed identification of 213 genes with overall disease relevance indicating common, tissue-independent processes related to the disease and also identified genes showing changes with respect to a single study.

In another study [72], an integrated human interactome network was constructed using physical and direct binary protein–protein interactions. Data were retrieved from a variety of sources: Biomolecular Interaction Database (BIND), BioGRID, DIP, GeneRIG, IntAct, MINT and Reactome. All of these play a particular role in the integration scheme. BIND [73] contains data from large-scale cell mapping studies and molecular interactions in PDB. BioGRID [74] has protein and genetic interaction information as well as information from primary literature. DIP [75] contains experimentally determined protein–protein interactions. Gene reference into function (GeneRIF) [76] contains short text about curated articles that are relevant to known genes. IntAct contains highly curated interaction data from literature or direct deposition by experienced curators. MINT [77] focuses on experimentally verified protein–protein interactions and Reactome is a knowledgebase containing interaction data in different pathways. The Hepatitis C virus (HCV)-host infection network that was generated experimentally and from text mining was also incorporated on top of this integrated interactome network—a type of meta-integration. This led to the identification of previously unknown, novel functional pathways of HCV biology and its pathogenesis. One could extrapolate the advantages of a similar approach followed for crop plant systems and pathogens that could then divulge information on plant host–pathogen interactions and the pathways involved in pathogenesis. This could lead to development
of methods to bestow pathogen resistance on crop plants or target these pathways against the pathogen.

Not only can plant science benefit from the animal pathway database and integration examples, animal biologists can in turn benefit from the study of plant pathways by asking the question whether pathways discovered only in plants to date also exist in animals or how similar or different are the pathway networks that exist both in plants and animals. Many opportunities become available through such a feedback loop: can we unlock more evolutionary secrets? Can we become better at harnessing plants for our use or could human diseases be experimentally modeled in plants if common pathways do indeed exist for plants and animals? Applications are endless and the potential for knowledge creation extreme.

A survey of integrated pathway databases and tools

Two approaches exist to perform database integration: through the use of tools and through already integrated databases [78] (that hopefully get rebuilt periodically to stay current). Pathway database integration tools along with integrated pathway databases play a very important role in easing data integration for biologists. These tools can also be used for various other purposes like data visualization, pathway prediction, pathway gap-fillers and biological network analysis. Applications of pathway databases and tools help further knowledge of the pathways and on the inner workings of living systems.
Pathway database tools for plant systems are important because of the widely dispersed information within several databases and a lack of consistency among these databases. A growing need exists to bring this information together in a standard format to aid access and model-building. Plants show more heterogeneity among different species (e.g. in terms of secondary metabolism [79]). This makes it even more important to integrate pathway data for all important plant species and to design tools that would aid in pointing out interspecies similarities and differences.

A separate version of Reactome, Arabidopsis Reactome, [80] represents a knowledgebase of biological processes in A. thaliana and several other plant species. It integrates pathway information curated in-house, as well as from KEGG and AraCyc. It also provides a platform to navigate and discover interconnected pathways in A. thaliana. The data model of Arabidopsis Reactome uses reactions and their interconnections; it treats protein modifications, proteins localized in different compartments, as well as protein complexes, as entities on their own. It furthermore allows generalization of protein isoforms, paralogues and splice variants with a possibility of tracing these components back. The model contains both real and inferred data along with proper annotations that allow distinction between the two.

Tools like CORNET [81] help integrate A. thaliana related microarray expression data. The data sets for CORNET were obtained from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [82] and from experiments carried out on Affymetrix ATH1 arrays. Also retrieved were the corresponding meta-data (which is unstructured and hence cumbersome to retrieve and parse automatically), including information about sample tissues, treatments and
sampling time points, protein interaction data, localization data and functional information. The meta-data have manually assigned ontology terms using Plant ontology [83–85], the Microarray gene expression data (MGED) ontology (MO) [86] and the Plant environmental ontology (EO) (www.gramene.org/plant_ontology/index.html#eo). Protein–protein interactions were obtained from BIND, IntAct, BioGRID, DIP, MINT, TAIR. Predicted PPIs were obtained from the BAR Arabidopsis interaction viewer [87] and AtPID. Information was also obtained from their own study [88]. Localization data were obtained from SUBA [89], iPSORT [90], LOCtree [91], MITOPRED [92], MitoProt [93], MultiLoc [94], PeroxiP [95], Predotar [96], SubLoc [97], TargetP [98] and WoLF_PSORT [99]. CORNET includes all available data along with related meta-data. The tool then provides a reliability score for each result based on the search options, parameters and thresholds used (supplied by the user). A visualization tool additionally allows the users to distinguish more reliable predictions from less predictable ones.

CORNET aims to provide functional context to genes and conversely, to provide an ability to predict functions of genes that have unknown functions. It is a tool that could also, in the future, use the information on A. thaliana to extrapolate networks in other plant species.

Many pathway resources use only the general localization predictors. In contrast, CORNET has made an attempt to also use species-specific localization information. Thus, CORNET uses localization data from both ‘general’ localization predictors and from an A. thaliana specific localization database SUBA, which was the only species-
specific resource available then. SUBA contains data retrieved from literature, experiments and from prediction tools. It has become clearer over time that use of organism-specific predictors and multiple (general) predictors are likely to lead to more accurate predicted localization [100–103]. Predictions from general predictors may not be suitable for predicting localization of an individual organism as these prediction tools are trained on proteins from a variety of organisms (and can suffer from sampling bias). Localization data from any single predictor needs to be treated with caution keeping in mind that inclusion of false positives into the integrated databases would result in amplification of the wrong information. Fortunately for plants, some organism-specific localization predictors have recently become available, e.g. AtSubP (Arabidopsis)[103] and RSLpred (rice) [104]. These should be used while integrating pathway information for the respective species. If a tool similar to CORNET is developed for rice, RSLpred would definitely be an important resource for protein localization data. A need for localization predictors specific to a variety of plants cannot be emphasized enough for a more reliable extrapolation of networks.

The ‘MetNet’ platform contains both metabolic and regulatory networks of A. thaliana, soybean [50] and grapevine. It is an attempt to integrate metabolic data from AraCyc and regulatory data from AGRIS, with additional manually curated signal transduction pathways (in A. thaliana). The pathway information is integrated with other resources like TAIR, GO-classifications (retrieved through TAIR) and MapMan [105] that supply gene related information. Protein information is obtained from PPDB [106], AMPDB [107], AtNoPDB [108], AraPerox, PLprot [109], SUBA and BRENDA [110].
These also provide the subcellular localization information for the entities. Metabolite data from ChEBI [111], PubChem [112], KEGG, NCI [113] are also integrated into the database. As there are large holes in the information on the function of a large number of genes in A. thaliana, MetNet is aimed at formulating testable hypotheses. MetNet supports various types of users and data retrieval methods. MetNet Online (available at http://metnetonline.org/) is an online interface to MetNet. MetNetAPI is an Application Programming Interface to the platform that facilitates automated data retrieval [57] and a plug-in exists for the CellDesigner environment [114].

‘VitisNet’ [115] is a web-based tool for grapevine (Vitis vinifera) that integrates metabolomic, proteomic and transcriptomic pathway information within molecular networks like metabolic or signaling networks and presents a molecular network model. VitisNet allows visualization of genes and biochemical pathways involved in growth, fruiting cycles and environmental stress response. Data from VitisNet is now also available in MetNet.

‘Metacrop’ [116] contains manually curated metabolic pathway information in crop plants (with special emphasis on seeds and tubers), along with a wide variety of other factors like reactions, location, transport processes, kinetics, taxonomy and literature. MetaCrop has an easy to use web interface and allows automatic export of information for creation of metabolic models.
Pathway database maintenance – an easily overlooked detail

Although Pathguide lists more than 300 pathway resources, at least 30 of these databases and resources are no longer functional. At the time of writing this review (October 2010), inaccessible databases ‘not’ marked as non-functional in Pathguide include aMAZE [117,118], Sentra [119] and EMP [120] among others. Other databases may change location. During the preparation of this article, this happened with AtPID. The publication on AtPID is now destined to refer to an incorrect URL. Several of these databases contained high quality data and unavailability of databases is a loss from several angles. For example, aMAZE boasted an excellent data model. It could deal with metabolic, protein–protein interaction, gene regulation, sub-cellular localization, signal transduction and transport and thus had the capacity to integrate a large variety of data. Its current absence is a significant loss to the scientific community at large. While papers do exist for many of these projects, the technical details of an implementation can often only be obtained through communication with the implementing team. This effectively means that if anyone else ventures to do the same elsewhere in the world, they will have to retrace the time and steps to achieve the quality of aMAZE. Similarly, Arabidopsis Reactome is another dedicated database on A. thaliana, which is currently no longer being developed as the continuation of this project requires new funding initiatives.

Due to their ever expanding and evolving nature, pathway databases (like any other scientific database) need to be maintained, curated and developed on a long-term basis. Finding financial support for long-term maintenance of pathway databases is a challenging task. One possibility is to raise funds by establishing license purchase
requirements for the use of databases, but this restricts open access to the information contained therein and can thus hinder the development of the field [121]. In addition, this is unfeasible for smaller projects that attract limited attention, but may be useful as part of integration efforts. Solutions are needed to ensure provision of continued funding for especially promising databases (without promoting an uncontrolled proliferation of new platforms) and avoid the loss of valuable information in established resources. Loss of such databases is not only a loss to the scientific community, but also is a waste of resources that have been spent on the creation and development of an excellent database in the first place. Funding agencies could, for example, provide continued funding to the database projects that they have already funded provided that the projects follow the GDbP standards which are continually and rigorously monitored and reported by an independent workgroup. Another solution could be an integration of especially promising databases into more permanent structures such as Gramene or NCBI.

The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) funding can serve as a recent example of search for alternative funding sources. NSF funding for TAIR would phase out over the next 3 years (http://www.nature.com/news/2009/091118/full/462258b.html). For its continued maintenance, TAIR has recently come up with a corporate sponsorship program. The idea is to avoid subscription requirements for the corporate sector and thus keep the resource open and free of login requirements, thereby allowing continued open access to the data for all scientists. TAIR has already secured several corporate sponsors through this program. Such programs would certainly help survival of at least some databases.
However, this is not a real alternative to public funding as such a solution could end up introducing a corporate bias into the system—only those database would survive that are able to find corporate sponsorship. Various funding models for these community resources (that are not necessarily research-projects in their own right) have recently received more attention \[122, 123\]. These could be applied for plant pathway database integration and maintenance. Funding a community resource requires a different approach compared to more conventional research projects. Various scenarios for databases need to be discussed and changed, a recommendation also posited by Bastow and Leonelli \[123\].

**Conclusion**

Pathway databases play an important role in advancing our knowledge of the biological functions and mechanisms. Increased understanding of living systems as a whole can, in turn, aid successful application design in silico, in vitro and in vivo.

Plants are important as veritable food, drug and fuel sources, as well as bioremediation and biotechnological tools. This provides a strong incentive to create better, more integrated and easily accessible plant pathway databases. Such efforts would lead to discovery and elucidation of the yet unknown components involved in various pathways and their function. This would also result in the creation of testable models that can further enrich the knowledge on plant systems. This then could lead to the design of more specialized intervention technologies along with potential commercial applications: innovation as a result of integration.
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Plants are important as drug resources, biofuel resources, bioremediation tools, and general tools for recombinant technology. Study of plant biological pathways requires easy access to (preferably already integrated) data sources. Today, various plant data sources are scattered throughout the web, making it hard to build comprehensive datasets.

MetNet Online is a web-based portal that provides access to a regulatory and metabolic plant pathway database. The database and portal integrate Arabidopsis, Soybean (Glycine max), and Grapevine (Vitis vinifera) data. Pathways are enriched with known or predicted information on subcellular location. MetNet Online enables pathways, interactions, and entities to be browsed or searched by multiple categories, such as subcellular compartment, pathway ontology, and GO term. In addition, the “My MetNet” feature allows registered users to bookmark content and track, import, and export customized lists of entities. Users can also construct custom networks using existing pathways and/or interactions as building blocks.

The site can be reached at http://www.metnetonline.org. Extensive video-tutorials on how to use the site are available through http://www.metnetonline.org/tutorial/.
**Introduction and background**

Plants are increasingly facilitating and augmenting (quality of) human life, and plant systems biology resources exist in a variety of locations [1]. Researchers interested in a particular biological mechanism should be able to easily find and access all the data they need, without having to go through the difficult process of shifting data from different databases that are based on different platforms. This provides a strong incentive to create better, more integrated and easily accessible integrated plant portals.

A biological network database needs to capture and represent biological relationships in many ways. MetNet consists of a suite of software tools that specialize in different areas of systems biology [2-10]. Our database currently contains information about three model plants (Arabidopsis, soybean and grapevine). An exhaustive list of integrated resources is available online. In addition to the retrieved information, manual curation took place. Regulatory information is one type of data that was added manually with input from expert biologists. MetNet Online provides an easy-to-use front-end web interface and combines several important features to provide an unique platform. First, metabolism, signalling, and transcriptional pathways are fully integrated into a single network. Second, a subcellular location layer (obtained via manual curation and/or information from extant databases) overlays the pathways. Third, a protein-protein interaction layer extends pathway information. Fourth, the website allows for customized views of any data: any combination of pathways and interactions can be combined into a new network). Fifth, MetNet Online has a “My MetNet” component, which operates similarly to “My NCBI”. Users can keep track of (bookmark) their
favorite entities, as well as lists of particular interest (e.g., lists of genes upregulated in a
given mutant, or metabolites derived from cytosolic acetyl-CoA). Lastly, the search-
function is sufficiently intelligent to recognize synonyms (e.g., “water” is listed amongst
the search results whether one searches for “H2O” or “water”). MetNet Online is
complementary to other community resources and provides a starting point for
researchers to develop new hypotheses about biological function [11]. To enable the user
to easily analyze network data and customized content in MetNet Online, we provide
different ways to export data (including Graphviz .dot, SBML, and XGMML) to
facilitate data-flow to external applications. For bioinformatics software developers, a
separate application programming interface (API) is provided [12].

Results and implementation

The MetNet Online portal

MetNet Online is a web application developed in PHP [13] using MySQL
(http://www.mysql.com) as a back-end database. GraphViz (http://www.graphviz.org) is
used to generate graphical representations of pathways and networks (Figure 3). Our
network database is stored as an integrated labeled graph model and represents complex
internal relationships. Biological entities and interactions are represented as nodes and
the associations between them are represented as edges in the graph model. The database
serves as the primary data repository for both our online portal and the MetNet suite of
visualization and analysis tools [7].
Figure 3: The MetNet Online portal start page. In order to rapidly familiarize novice users, a “pathway of the day” display and a “gene of day” display encourage self-guided exploration.

MetNet Online is centered on several concepts that are inherent in the underlying database. Entities represent physical molecules (subtypes are DNA, RNA, protein, protein complex, and metabolite). Interactions can occur between any number of entities or between entities and other interactions (e.g., in the case of catalysis). A pathway is a collection of interactions. Pathways are predefined and cannot be changed by a user. A network is a collection of interactions for which the granularity is determined by the user when (s)he creates it. A network can consist of any number of interactions or it can be a combination of some already defined pathways. It can also map to exactly one pathway.
or it can map to a pathway minus transcription/translation events. Networks are virtual and transient objects.

The database can be browsed based on different ontologies or navigation trees including pathway category (e.g., biosynthesis, respiration, and signal transduction), entity participation, cellular location (e.g., nucleus, plastid, and cytosol) and interaction type (e.g., diffusion, transport, and negative/positive regulation). After navigating through a tree and selecting a node of interest, a list of pathways is displayed (either in list-form or by thumbnail). The pathway information screen can then be chosen or the pathway can be visualized directly.

Information about a pathway consists of general comments and literature references, location information, interactions contained within the pathway, and participating entities. Sources and sinks for the pathway are displayed in a separate tab as part of the participating entities. This is critical information for simulations in which the pathway is treated as a black box (e.g., for the glycolysis-pathway, glucose would be a source and pyruvate would be a sink; ATP and ADP would serve as both source and sink). At the top-right of the pathway information screen, a toolbar is shown with export-functions to various programs and a link to visualize the pathway (discussed separately). Entities can be browsed (alphabetically) independently of pathways. An entity information screen contains location information, possible synonyms, pathway participation, and categorized interactions. Additional tabs are available in the pathway information screen. The literature tab interfaces with PubMed to retrieve a current literature feed, whereby the name of the pathway is used as a search-term. Cellular
context (i.e. the location within the cell where an entity is present when participating in an interaction) is represented separately, so that one can get an idea of the various roles a protein or metabolite might play. Another tab shows connected pathways that share one or more entities.

**Figure 4:** Different browsing options. Pathways can be browsed by the subcellular location where (part of) the pathway occurs. Hovering over a pathway in the right-side panel brings up a thumbnail of the pathway. The pathway can then be browsed in textual mode (enumerated list of interactions and entities that make up the pathway) and visual mode.

MetNet Online visualizes pathways with their known or predicted subcellular locations (Figure 4). This is information that is not available anywhere else: out of 5527 proteins in AraCyc 8.0 e.g., only 286 have a location annotation. Subcellular location information can help scientists develop hypotheses on gene function. Entities are color-
coded according to assigned location, and shape-coded according to entity type.

Interactions are color-coded according to type for easy identification and visualization.

MetNet Online’s search function is integrated, rather than providing different search functions for entities, interactions, and pathways. Thus, search operations for “regulation”, “biosynthesis”, “AT4G40090”, “AGP3”, or “malate” use the same interface. Search-results are grouped by entity types, interactions, and pathways. When searching for “glucose”, not only the “glucose” metabolite is presented but also the “glucose-UDP biosynthesis” pathway, among others. Synonyms are taken into account: A search for “H2O” and “water” or “O2” and “oxygen” both lead to the same entity. Typos and misspellings result in suggestions that often point a visitor in the right direction. When no results are found for a search, potential alternatives are suggested. When “giberelin” is entered, the alternative “gibberellin” is proposed.

When visualizing a pathway, a GraphViz (http://www.graphviz.org) .dot file is generated and transformed into its visual representation (dot layout). In the upper-left corner of the screen a thumbnail of the complete pathway is shown to allow easy navigation in complex maps. An indexed list of all participating entities is displayed underneath the thumbnail.

Custom network design and personalization features

Most pathway databases are static; With MetNet Online, all lists of interactions and pathways are represented with checkboxes in front of them. A user can then choose either to visualize a pathway by itself, or to select a set of pathways or interactions. This generates a new network, representing an integrated view of all selections. The resulting
network is visualized using the methods discussed earlier or it can be exported as a whole to other tools.

Any visitor can become a registered user of MetNet Online. This opens up access to the “My MetNet” function, which is implemented in a format that is similar to other personalization portals such as “My NCBI” or “My Yahoo”. When logged in, users gain access to additional functionality. Bookmarks are used to easily retrieve objects of interest at any time in the future without having to navigate classification trees or execute a search first.

Entities, interactions, and pathways can all be bookmarked. Bookmarked objects can have commentary attached to them. “List of entities” is a second function in “My MetNet”. Users can multiple lists simultaneously, which can be created in three ways: a user can manually specify its members, convert a set of bookmarked entities into a list, or upload a text-file. An entity list can include experimental data, such as over-represented or under-represented genes from transcriptomics analysis or metabolites from a GC/MS experiment. A list of genes can be forwarded to Reactome’s Skypainter function [14, 15].

As a list gets longer, it is likely that additional pathways will be linked to the entities in that list. In order to put results in perspective and to distinguish relevant from less relevant pathways, a separate interface is presented that contains the results of Fisher’s exact test and which ranks matching pathways by p-value (lesser values indicate higher relevance). Fisher’s exact test is available for both visitors and registered users but registered users can automatically apply the test to lists of entities that have been
created previously. Visitors will need to specify their entities of interest manually in a text field.

By providing the option to export pathways to other file formats, MetNet Online leverages existing software that incorporates a range of supplementary layout algorithms (CellDesigner[42], Cytoscape [43]) in a more suitable environment than the web browser. MetNet Online provides considerable connectivity for downstream data processing, and it supports several export options, including comma-separated values (CSV), SBML [16] and XGMML. SBML was found sufficient to support all the features contained in the database, and BioPax can be used to encode <annotation>-elements in the output [17, 18]. As it becomes available, we plan to incorporate kinetic data in the SBML files as well. XGMML allows data to be transferred to Cytoscape [19].

Use cases

A horticulturist studies senescence and is interested in ethylene metabolism and signaling [20]. She wants to look at what is known about the process in the model plant, Arabidopsis, and goes to the website and searches for “ethene”, a commonly used synonym. MetNet Online recognizes the synonym and includes “ethylene” in the list of search results. She clicks on the link for the metabolite and sees three Arabidopsis pathways that involve ethylene. She selects all three and creates an integrated view. Although this is helpful in running additional analyses, she does not need the transcription and translation events. She logs into her “My MetNet” account. For easy access, she adds ethylene to her bookmarked entities. Using this shortcut, she visits the three ethylene-related pathways and examines the interactions contained in each
pathway. She bookmarks the interactions that are of particular interest to her. After doing so, she goes back to her bookmark overview page and sees a list of bookmarked interactions, all extracted from the various ethylene-related pathways. She asks for a new integrated view of only these bookmarked interactions. She uses the scaling function in the visualization module to observe the entire network. When she is satisfied, she clicks on the XGMML icon to export her custom network and transfers the data to Cytoscape [19], where she may examine additional properties of the network. The end-result is shown in Figure 5, and the entire scenario is described in more detail in an online video tutorial at http://www.metnetonline.org/tutorial.

Figure 5: A custom ethylene-related network. The network was generated dynamically by selecting all pathways in which ethylene (ethane) was found.

A cell biologist has run a set of microarrays on developing soybean embryos. He identifies a list of differentially (under- and over-) expressed genes. He saves the probe-names as a separate text file (soybean_de.csv) and goes to the MetNet Online website.
He logs into his My MetNet account and creates a personalized list by uploading the text-file. Because the probe-names are recognized by MetNet, he looks for pathways that are over-represented among the differentially expressed genes. Due to the numerous differentially expressed genes (thousands), many pathways show up in an initial quantitative screen. As such, he decides to use the Fisher Exact test module to rank the pathway over-representation by p-value. This presents him with useful information; the list of pathways is still large but they are now ranked by p-value for relevance. He examines the pathways with the lowest p-values and is thus able to identify other potential gene targets for future experiments and verification. The two use case scenarios for MetNet are described in detail in an online video tutorial at http://www.metnetonline.org/tutorial.

Conclusions

Plant molecular biologists, physiologists, and biotechnologists aim to understand the function of particular genes, polypeptides, or metabolites in plants. Easy and convenient access to integrated information from a variety of biological data repositories is needed to achieve these goals.

We have built a new portal: MetNet Online provides a gateway to integrative systems biology applications. The site generates simple pathways or complex representations of customized interaction sets or combined pathways.

In addition to existing datasets for Arabodopsis, Soybean and Grapevine, MetNet Online incorporates manually curated regulatory events, and also introduces a
subcellular location data layer. Our site supplements other previously created tools. Users can integrate pathways and interactions, and track objects (entities, interactions, and/or pathways) that are of particular interest to them. The site can be reached at http://www.metnetonline.org. Extensive video-tutorials on how to use the site are available through http://www.metnetonline.org/tutorial/.
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CHAPTER III

METNETAPI

A flexible method to access and manipulate biological network data from MetNet

Convenient programmatic access to different biological databases allows automated integration of scientific knowledge. Many databases support a function to download files or data snapshots, or a webservice that offers “live” data. However, the functionality that a database offers cannot be represented in a static data download file, and webservices may consume considerable computational resources from the host server.

MetNetAPI is a versatile Application Programming Interface (API) to the MetNetDB database. It abstracts, captures and retains operations away from a biological network repository and website. A range of database functions, previously only available online, can be immediately (and independently from the website) applied to a dataset of interest. Data is available in four layers: molecular entities, localized entities (linked to a specific organelle), interactions, and pathways. Navigation between these layers is intuitive (e.g. one can request the molecular entities in a pathway, as well as request in what pathways a specific entity participates). Data retrieval can be customized: Network objects allow the construction of new and integration of existing pathways and interactions, which can be uploaded back to our server. In contrast to webservices, the computational demand on the host server is limited to processing data-related queries only.
An API provides several advantages to a systems biology software platform. MetNetAPI illustrates an interface with a central repository of data that represents the complex interrelationships of a metabolic and regulatory network. As an alternative to data-dumps and webservices, it allows access to a current and “live” database and exposes analytical functions to application developers. Yet it only requires limited resources on the server-side (thin server/fat client setup). The API is available for Java, Microsoft.NET and R programming environments and offers flexible query and broad data-retrieval methods. Data retrieval can be customized to client needs and the API offers a framework to construct and manipulate user-defined networks. The design principles can be used as a template to build programmable interfaces for other biological databases. The API software and tutorials are available at http://www.metnetonline.org/api.

Introduction and background

Analysis of the topology of biological networks provides understanding of structure, function and interaction among cellular entities [1]. As knowledge and understanding of living systems expands, biological network databases are becoming increasingly sophisticated, in terms of data complexity and overall functionality. To facilitate integration with various bioinformatics software packages, many online pathway and network databases offer static data download and conversion methods [2]. Several larger databases, including KEGG [3], BioCyc [4] and Reactome [5], also offer Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). These resources are used by the community
to incrementally enrich datasets, such that each iteration is better and more complete than the previous one.

The MetNet systems biology platform is a suite of software programs that model metabolic and regulatory pathways in plants [6]. At its core is MetNetDB, which represents an integrated pathway-database for plant species and combines various data sources such as AraCyc [7], TAIR [8], AGRIS [9], and atPID [10]. The database allows users to integrate pathways and interactions and keep track of entities of interest in a customizable way.

Through a public website http://www.metnetonline.org, users control various network resources including 1) the ability to bookmark pathways, 2) tracking user-defined components of interest, and 3) a localization datalayer. Users can create new pathways by combining and modifying existing pathways and then save the new pathways. Using the website, pathways can be exported to SBML (for visualization with CellDesigner [11]) or XGMML (for visualization with Cytoscape [12]). All the above functions are now available through our API. MetNetAPI is an alternative interface to the MetNet platform for tasks that are not easily performed with already existing software tools, time-consuming or repetitive.

An API allows data to be approached and viewed in several modi. Unlike statically-exported files such as data dumps and standardized schema which offer only a single view of the data, whereas an API enables much more user customization, such that a researcher can view or computationally manipulate the data in multiple ways. Consider the static SBML BioModels dataset, wherein each file represents a single
pathway [13]. Assume someone downloads this dataset and wants to gain a more complete understanding of it by creating a list of all the molecular entities that participate in all the pathways. This list can then in turn be used to connect pathways with overlapping components (e.g. pathways in which starch participates can be combined to study starch metabolism and its regulation [14]). However, composing a complete list of entities that make up all the pathways in which starch participates entails writing a piece of custom parsing software. In contrast, an API can implement a method that automatically extracts a list of participating entities for collection of the pathways in which they occur.

**Implementation considerations**

**The choice of an API**

Several options exist to share information contained in a biological database. One option for transfer of database content is a data dump. This exposes all the information contained in the database. However, it may require significant effort to understand (and possibly reconstruct) the original database schema.

A second option is to support a standard data format. Chado and BioSQL are two examples of standardized data schema specific to sequence databases [15]; BioPax, SBML and PSI are the most widespread file formats for representation of biological networks [16]. Each standard has its own set of limitations as to what types and resolution of data it can represent. Supporting multiple formats is time-consuming.
A third option is providing an Application Programming Interface (API). A major advantage is that content and functionality are combined [17]. Tying an API directly to a biological database has been done by other groups. MetaCyc [18] is based on the Lisp programming language and interfaces with local MetaCyc-derived databases, while MetNetAPI offers broader programming language support and always connects to the remote “live” MetNetDB database. BioMart [19] is a generic biological repository, and configuring it to support complex network data takes a long time. Its general-purpose nature also makes it slow to run complex queries due to the meta-data that needs to be interpreted first. KEGG [20] and Reactome [21] offer a webservice interface, based on XML and SOAP/REST. A webservice can be considered as a special type of API and provides its own particular problems: A wrapper must be provided around the webservice to facilitate communication and data exchange. This effectively means a secondary API has to be provided to communicate with the initial API. Even as this process can often be automated (through frameworks such as JAX-WS http://jax ws.dev.java.net/, Axis http://ws.apache.org/axis/ or XFire http://xfire.codehaus.org/), it is far from efficient. REST-based weservices are somewhat less cumbersome in this regard (they are lightweight, produce human readable results, and require no toolkits like SOAP does), but they have their own peculiarities: Every resource needs to be accessible through a unique URI. This means that information is represented in a hierarchy, which can become complicated very quickly and cumbersome to browse. It is possible, however, to circumvent this problem by allowing querying of the dataset at a different location on the website. The URL to a REST-resource is then a query-string in its own
right. While the messaging protocol involves less overhead than its SOAP-counterpart, the lack of required message meta-data makes these environments at the same time less intuitive and harder to query for complex data. Reactome is one such pathway database [21] that supports REST through BioMart’s MartService [19]. Doodle is another resource that supports REST [22], while GenMAPP [23], WikiPathways [24] and CPDB [25] choose to provide SOAP-based services.

If functionality is added to the webservice (either REST or SOAP), supplemental resources - CPU, memory, hard disk - for the server hosting the service must be considered. Webservices therefore seem to be destined to either offer limited functionality (and thus be less useful), or offer extensive functionality but artificially limit access to them because no institution can gather unlimited bandwidth and resources to serve the world. MetNetAPI offers close proximity (strong datatyping) to the MetNetDB database and underlying model, while still able to provide flexibility and abstraction in regard to biological information content. Processing of information mostly occurs on the client running the API, which results in a more distributed load. This presents opportunities to better plan (and distribute) resources across various projects.

API implementation

MetNetAPI is designed as an object model that abstracts and encapsulates the data in the underlying MetNetDB repository. We chose Java, R and Microsoft.NET as target programming languages because they are platform independent and are widely in use today. Users do not need to understand the internal intricacies of the backend database model. The goal is to hide complex data modelling techniques and allow the
bioinformatics software developer (and by extension the biologist) to get started using novel integrated datasets quickly. Overhead is kept to a minimum, as there is no WSDL-file to be parsed, as with SOAP. The structure of the information in MetNetAPI is exposed intuitively through Java reflection mechanisms that are provided in most development environments.

MetNetAPI is a Java jar-file (or .NET Assembly) which contains several logically-ordered namespaces (abstract containers that express semantic categories of code). The main namespace is edu.iastate.metnet (Edu.Iastate.Metnet in .NET). Underlying namespaces and classes allow reasoning by type and allow a programmer to bring biological semantics into the program code. This is in contrast with many other APIs, which result in generic Dictionary-objects, which still require further interpretation and parsing after retrieval. The same argument applies to webservices (especially REST), where the returned output is text-based that requires further processing.

Querying of MetNetDB through MetNetAPI is optimized for efficient memory use. Similar to the Lazy Load concept in the Java persistence library Hibernate http://www.hibernate.org, we adapted Just In Time (JIT) compilation for data retrieval. When retrieving a pathway, only the main data is obtained from the database. Information represented in linked tables (one-to-many or many-to-many) is retrieved when the respective methods are invoked. This occurs transparently, so a client application should function optimally and use a minimal footprint whether retrieving a list of “all pathways”, or constructing an integrated network from “all amino-acid
biosynthesis-related reactions”. The JIT data retrieval mechanism not only encapsulates a complex data model, it also makes retrieval and reconstruction of network data efficient. This behaviour is impossible to implement through webservices, as the server cannot “guess” what clients want to do with a returned piece of information in the future. One option would be to provide a verbose-like parameter when calling the webservice, which introduces additional overhead for the programmer consuming the service. Another option would be that the server assumes a worst-case scenario and streams all available (hierarchical) information back to the client, leading to increased (and possibly unnecessary) server-load and network traffic.

**Results and deployment**

**MetNetAPI**

MetNetAPI is a flexible API that interacts with and retrieves data from MetNet, an established information resource and suite of software applications for model organisms, currently including Arabidopsis, soybean and grapevine [6]. By accessing MetNet infrastructure, the researcher can obtain integrated metabolic and regulatory biological network data, in addition to other new layers of information that were not previously available in any central location. The API allows a software developer to navigate the database from multiple points of view, without having to understand the underlying database schema. The database can be navigated either as a list of pathways, a list of entities or a collection of organism-centric networks. In contrast, static data files allow only one such point of
view and require customized parsing to determine the answers to specialized questions. Examples of user queries would include “which elements in a list of entities participate in at least two pathways” or “for a given collection of pathways, single out and reconstruct a regulatory network”. MetNetAPI can answer such queries without extensive programming for any respective list of entities (e.g., genes, RNAs, polypeptides, protein complexes, metabolites, or combinations thereof). The API approach allows a database platform to abstract and expose its repository data, along with its functionalities.

Core classes

The MetNetAPI is designed to capture MetNet architecture, which centers around four central classes:

An Entity represents any type of molecular entity that can be found in a biological environment. Entities have a general categorical descriptor that describes the type of an entity, such as “gene”, “RNA” or “Protein Complex”. They can be organism-specific (in the case of a gene) or not (universal metabolites such as ATP or glucose).

A LocalEntity represents a particular entity found within a sub cellular location. An example is the molecule (Entity) ATP, which is found in several compartments (locations) in the cell, including mitochondrion, nucleus, plastid, and cytosol. Therefore, the Entity ATP has four associated LocalEntities.

An Interaction represents the impacts or transformations among entities. Due to the diversity and generalization of the Entity class, Interactions are kept equally generic. Like entities, they are classified. Interactions include enzymatic reactions, transport,
transcription, translation, and various classes of regulatory inhibition and activation such as allosteric effector or indirect positive regulation.

A Pathway represents a group of multiple interactions and the associated biomolecules organized into a convenient functional unit. The pathway concept in MetNetAPI is defined as an unordered collection of Interaction objects. In order to allow developers to determine the start- and end-points of a pathway, getSources() and getSinks() methods are provided.

Peripheral classes are provided to further define pathways and represent MetNet-specific data. The Organism class represents information about organisms currently in MetNetDB. EntityType and InteractionType represent the different types of respective entities and interactions. PathwayClass provides a Pathway Ontology to navigate through the collection of all pathways, which is based on AraCyc pathway classes. CellLocation provides a similar hierarchy that can be used as an alternate pathway ordering tree.

Pathways are arbitrary groupings of interactions. Even for well-defined pathways such as glycolysis and TCA cycle, different views can be created, which may or may not include the genes and the transcriptional and regulatory framework of the various enzymes involved. As more knowledge is acquired through scientific experimentation, pathways may become so complex that it is beneficial to break them into smaller units for some applications. Conversely, smaller pathways may be joined into a larger unit or a super-pathway for meta-analysis.
To model these evolving datasets, a Network class is provided. It serves the purpose of providing custom granularity. A Network object consists of a custom collection of interactions. A Network incorporates the concept of a pathway, yet it is not confined to the boundaries of a predefined pathway. Networks can be constructed either by combining existing pathways or by adding individual interactions.

Figure 6: Interconnectivity between the API’s classes. All core classes in MetNetAPI are interconnected. This allows for upward and downward navigation (e.g. one can as easily ask “what entities make up a particular pathway”, as “what pathways does a particular entity participate in”).

Several APIs offer top-down approaches to network data. An example is libSBML, in which a pathway consists of reactions, which consist of molecular species [26]. It is currently not possible through libSBML to work backward (e.g. to see which interaction a molecular species participates in). MetNetAPI offers easy navigation and conversion between all its core classes (see Figure 6). This makes it particularly easy to write p-neighbourhood applications, where one is interested in examining the connectedness between network components.
Searching and filtering

Most all network database websites have a search-function. Upon downloading files for offline use, the online functionality is no longer available. This means that a data dump does not always offer the correct amount of information one is interested in. Much effort needs to be invested in study of the original data format and writing parser code to extract the information of interest.

Through MetNetAPI, online search-capabilities are extended and can be integrated in desktop and other applications (these do still need to have network connectivity to allow communication between the API and our back-end database). This makes it convenient to execute a large number of queries against MetNet. The investigator can automatically determine which pathways a given list of metabolites participates in, restrict a pathway to its regulatory interactions, or request a list of affected pathways for a set of up-regulated genes. Most Java-classes in the MetNetAPI library have a static search() method, which allows developers to launch queries against MetNetDB in real time, without having to go to a website, fill out a form and submit it.

Filtering using MetNetAPI is similar to searching, but zeros in on results within results. For example, a user could extract all gene regulatory interactions from a previously defined set of pathways (combined as a Network object). Alternatively, a user could look at a complex pathway with 100+ interactions, and decide to remove temporary clutter caused by transcriptional and translational events. The resulting “core”
pathway makes it easier to understand the metabolic functions performed by the pathway.

**Applications**

The availability of a dynamic code-driven class hierarchy instead of a collection of static, rigid files allows developers to rapidly provide MetNet data and bring its functionality to their own applications. MetNetAPI is object-oriented, which allows for code to be mixed with data (methods and properties). When a collection of pathways is represented by a PathwayVector object, functions to manipulate the member objects are provided. This is preferable to the use of rigid files, or the passing back and forth of Dictionary-like structures.

Source code is provided [Additional file 1] that creates a distance matrix among all 403 pathways in the database. The algorithm results in a GraphViz-compatible http://www.graphviz.org .dot-file, details of which are shown in Figure 7. Additional examples are available on the MetNetAPI tutorial website.

MetNetAPI exports data to standard data formats such as SBML or XGMMML (used in Cytoscape). This functionality is available for developers that wish to exploit the richness of MetNetDB. It also allows integration of MetNet-originated data into a more expansive research pipeline. The Network class contains a set of methods that allow export to a variety of standards. To ensure compatibility with a wide spectrum of software, the depth of information has been restricted to a minimum. So, while the Network class is recommended to prepare data for external software such as Jarnac
(SBML) or Cytoscape (XGML), specialized needs would require a developer to generate customized export-routines.

Figure 7: Details of a map that illustrates shared genes between pathway. With MetNetAPI, it is straightforward to compute a distance matrix between a set of pathways. The matrix can then be visualized with a tool like GraphViz (thicker lines indicate a closer distance). Details of the visualized matrix are shown here.

MetNetAPI facilitates the creation of static files based on dynamic actions. An example would be to gather the 5 pathways in the database that describe the metabolism and signalling associated with the plant hormones brassinosteroids and auxins into a single Network object, and to export this network to a single XGML file. This file can be directly imported into Cytoscape to enable visualization and further analysis of a userspecified unit of biology (eliminating the need to import multiple files that represent individual pathways).
Initial adaptations

Several proof-of-concept applications using MetNetAPI have already been developed: We have developed the MetNetScape plugin to allow a user to select an organism and pathway to be imported into Cytoscape. An example of an imported pathway is shown in Figure 8. The plugin is available through our website http://www.metnetonline.org/api/cytoscape/ and source code is available upon request so its functionality may be extended.

Figure 8: Cytoscape plugin developed with MetNetAPI. As a proof of concept, a Cytoscape plugin was developed that brings pathway data along with localization information into the Cytoscape environment.

A more complex plugin has been developed for Cell-Designer [11] to allow exchange and integration of BioCyc and MetNet pathways. The plugin uses the
edu.iastate.metnet.edit namespace to publish new pathways in MetNetDB. This makes MetNet useful as a community annotation platform. The plugin allows for seamless one-click publication of newly constructed pathways into MetNet [27]. It is being used to bring manually constructed grapevine pathways [28] into MetNetDB.

MetaOmGraph (MOG) is an application to display large expression datasets [6,29]. Subsets of entities (genes or metabolites) can be selected in MetNet based on user-specified criteria. These lists can be sent to MOG for further analysis via a user’s MetNet profile (a free personal account created through our website [30]). Integration works both ways: genes can be selected in MOG and published to a personal MetNet account [31].

Large biological networks often benefit from visualization in 3D [32]. Walrus http://www.caida.org/tools/visualization/walrus/ is a desktop-application to visualize 3D data. A proof-of-concept application has been developed that enables a user visualize MetNet pathways in 3D on a standard computer [33]. The application retrieves data through MetNetAPI to compute the optimal spanning tree to be used by Walrus to create the environment.

MetNetGE [34] is an environment that uses Google Earth infrastructure to produce layered representations of pathways in MetNet. Pathways are visualized as stacked planes, whereby each plane represents a certain type of entity (genes, RNA, polypeptides, or metabolites). MetNetGE uses MetNetAPI to retrieve pathway ontology data and gene information.
Discussion

We have adopted the API as a method to standardize development of applications that exploit the MetNetDB dataset. In addition to facilitating prototyping and rapid application development, this approach ensures consistency across enduser interfaces, command line interfaces, and graphical user interfaces. MetNetAPI is flexible and can be modified, based on needs of internal and external software developers.

We are exploring the possibilities of using the API in environments other than Java. This has already lead to integration of MetNetAPI into Microsoft .NET and R through the rJava bridging software.

Advanced programming knowledge (such as SQL or JDBC) is not required for using MetNetAPI. The complexity of the underlying data model is encapsulated within the API. The interface is only slightly less universal than the socket-based protocol provided by BioCyc [18], and the choice of Java allows the API to be used by a broad audience of software developers and bioinformatics researchers. Importantly, unlike a socket-based approach, installation and troubleshooting of MetNetAPI is easy, since it relies on basic Java coding practices. MetNetDB represents a large complex metabolic and regulatory network and contains multiple interaction types, kinetic information, and manually curated subcellular localization assignments.
Conclusions

Online databases often provide data export by means of static downloadable files or dynamic webservice. MetNetAPI provides an additional approach to data export. The API provides a method to standardize development of applications that exploit MetNetDB, but may also serve as a framework and template for other pathway databases. A standardization of terminology among different databases would certainly benefit developers that work on integrative applications. Many databases expose similar types of data, and the definition of a minimal set of interfaces that pathway database APIs may be expected to implement would be helpful. MetNetAPI can be a first step in this direction.

Apart from facilitating prototyping and rapid application development, our approach ensures consistency and data integrity across command line interfaces and graphical user interfaces alike. The choice of Java and Microsoft. NET allows the API to be used by a broad audience of software developers and bioinformaticists. The complexity of the underlying data model is encapsulated within the API. Because it is a Java-API rather than a webservice, more functionality can be provided without requiring extensive computational resources on the server-side.

For a densely populated and information-rich database (such as MetNetDB), our API model offers many advantages. It has the ability to incorporate online search capabilities into custom-built applications. It also offers the option to customize the granularity of pathways of interest.
MetNetAPI captures user-defined network structures into self-contained semantic objects. Through Network objects, combinations of existing or putative novel pathways can easily be constructed, manipulated and refined. MetNet is an information resource, as well as an active toolkit to develop new hypotheses. Many complicated operations, which would be difficult to implement via xml or text-based files, can be accomplished through MetNetAPI. These feature flexible capabilities to agglomerate data over multiple pathways, to examine connectivity among different datatypes, and prepare custom datasets for use in other downstream applications. MetNetAPI is fully documented, free of charge and can be downloaded from http://www.metnetonline.org/api/cytoscape/.
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CHAPTER IV
CANSTOREX
A framework for collaboration and remote access into XML

The proliferation of XML-formatted data presents challenges for data storage methodologies: size, heterogeneity and sparseness are difficult problems to solve with existing database platforms. CanStoreX is a new in-house built XML storage solution that addresses these issues. Using novel XML pagination technology, large volumes of data are efficiently managed. Technologies such as DOM (Document Object Model) and XQuery (XML Query) enable the practical use of XML. Both DOM and XQuery are implemented on top of the CanStoreX storage engine. Middleware was developed for connectivity and to allow integration of the solution into a multi-tier application development paradigm. Finally, CanStoreX is applied to a real-life biological dataset of heterogeneous disparate data. The case study illustrates how pure XML solutions can significantly simplify problems that are complex to solve with conventional techniques. The application shows that CanStoreX is a stable solution to consider for building novel XML repositories.

Introduction and background

The Extensible Markup Language – XML – is a flexible format for storage, access and exchange of semi-structured data in a variety of applications (Bray et al., 2006). Since inception in 1998, XML has gained broad adoption. The technology can be
described as a basic text-file format, on top of which domain-specific data-formats can be built. Implementations can be found in diverse areas such as manufacturing (PSI/XML; Lubell and Schlenoff, 1999), chemistry (CML; Kuhn et al., 2007), healthcare (Daniel-Le Bozec et al., 2006) and systems biology (SBML and Biopax; Strömbäck et al., 2006). All these and other XML sub-formats are described as XML-documents in a meta-language of Document Type Definitions – DTD – or XML Schema.

An efficient approach is needed to store, retrieve, query and update large XML datasets. Various approaches have been developed to interact with XML data. The two most widely used methods for access are the Simple API for XML – SAX – and the Document Object Model – DOM. SAX is an event-driven API that scans a document from start to finish. Upon finding matched events, predefined actions are taken (Megginson, 2001). In contrast, DOM parses and maps an XML document to an internal tree structure reflecting the hierarchical structure of the document (Le Hors et al., 2004). While the SAX parser is efficient, it is difficult to use it to exploit the hierarchical tree structure of XML documents in the way the DOM parser does. DOM however requires the whole document to be loaded into memory as a fully expressed tree. Memory limitations therefore have become a major issue in DOM applications and are limited to documents that are at most 10-20 Megabytes in size in current systems. To illustrate: opening a 12 Megabyte XML-file in Internet Explorer 8 beta 2 consumes 1 Gigabyte of memory. In addition to parsing technologies, querying of XML documents is also possible. The most recent standard method in this respect is XQuery (Boag et al., 2007).
The integration of XML-data in legacy and new applications can occur at different levels. One possibility is to use XML solely as a communication protocol between hosts. Each host functions independently, e.g. by parsing each message into a relational database (Florescu and Kossmann, 1999) or by storing each incoming/outgoing message unprocessed as a plain text file. Depending on the requirements, this basic approach may be sufficient, yet recently more advanced solutions have become available, both commercially and experimentally.

In SQLServer 2000, Microsoft extended its own T-SQL format with a new FOR XML clause to allow relational data to be exported and formatted as XML (Rys, 2001). Interaction with XML data is also available through other vendors such as IBM (XML Extender for DB2 ; Cheng and Chu, 2000) or Oracle (Murthy and Banerjee, 2003). The products are typically referred to as XML Enabled databases (XenDB).

One step further up are “pure” or Native XML databases (NXD). Such databases don’t map XML-data internally to conventional paradigms such as RDBMS. Several NXDs are currently available, including Tamino (Schöning and Wäsch, 2000), X-Hive (http://www.x-hive.com), Xyleme (Aguilera et al., 2000), Natix (Fiebig et al., 2002), TIMBER (Jagadish et al., 2002), Berkeley DB XML (Sleepycat software, 2003), and eXist (Meier, 2003). Natix is a subtree-based strategy. It divides the XML document tree into subtrees according to the physical page size, so that each subtree is a record. A split matrix is defined to ensure that correlated elements remain clustered. TIMBER is a native XML database system built on Shore (Carey et al., 1994) storage manager. Both
systems utilize the element-based storage strategy, where each element is an atomic unit in the storage and is organized in a pre-ordered manner.

Managing XML data poses several unique challenges. First, when choosing XML as a logical storage format, the files can become very large. For example, OpenStreetMap.org makes its data available as a 4.6 Gigabyte compressed file; uncompressed data is 95 Gigabytes (Haklay and Weber, 2008). In OpenStreetMap’s case, handling the large volume of data is overcome by offering scripts to convert the data to an RDBMS structure.

Another issue is the heterogeneity of different XML-files. While conversion to a relational format is certainly possible for highly structured data, this is often a sub-optimal solution for datasets that contain sparse and/or heterogeneous data. In addition, domain-specific information may be stored over a set of XML files that need not all adhere to the same XML DTD or schema.

A number of scenarios are given by using SBML (Hucka et al., 2003) and BioPax (Bader et al., 2006) as examples; two formats that are both used to store biological pathway information:

A researcher may be interested in two pathways, A and B. Yet A is only available in SBML format, whereas B is in BioPax. Conversion of one format into another would lead to loss of certain format-specific data, and storage in two different format-specific databases complicates querying.

A researcher has an existing collection of pathways, and wants to update his repository. He discovers that the updated files are in SBML Level 2 format, where his
current relational model incorporates the SBML Level 1 format. Several fundamental changes have been made in Level 2, which require significant remodeling of the relational model.

A researcher downloads a third-party set of pathways from a website, yet finds that the information contained in the files is vastly diverse: some pathways contain information down to the molecular level, other pathways contain literature references. While all files are legitimate SBML-files, modeling the contained diversity results in a sparse relational database with complex joins.

BioMart is an example of how different data-formats from different sources can be integrated. For each file, an import-filter converts the original format to a custom relational database structure. This back-end database then contains all data and allows querying through an integrated interface (Durinck et al., 2005). Commercial applications exist as well, and Güler et al. (2003) use Microsoft Biztalk to achieve this. However all these proposals are work-arounds to the general problem of data integration from heterogeneous sources. We present a new NXD solution: Canonical Storage of XML (CanStoreX). The remainder of this manuscript discusses implementation issues with the platform as well as how CanStoreX overcomes the aforementioned issues regarding management and storage of XML-data. Application of CanStoreX is illustrated by means of a heterogeneous dataset of biological pathways obtained from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (Le Novère et al., 2006).
Materials and methods

CanStoreX

CanStoreX is a novel in-house native XML storage and database management system. It uses a tree-based storage strategy, and stores an XML document according to its original hierarchical structure. CanStoreX breaks an XML document into pages. Each page is a self contained XML document and is linked with other pages through inter-page references. Thus, to process an element in the XML document, the system only needs to load one page into memory at a time. A new DOM API (CanStoreX DOM) was built to support tree-like processing of stored XML documents. An XQuery engine has been implemented on top of CanStoreX DOM.

Charon connectivity layer

While an isolated database can certainly be useful for individual use, in practice one typically wants a more scalable model whereby a central datastore can be consulted by multiple users locally and remotely. Additionally, a server architecture allows for different clients to obtain data in a preferential manner (e.g. web-application, Java applet, and .Net desktop application) and further manipulate and format resulting data to satisfy desired output requirements.

As it sits effectively between client and server, Charon can be considered middleware. It presents a connectivity layer that effectively transforms CanStoreX into a TCP/IP server. Charon thus facilitates the creation of drivers and other client applications, similar to JDBC, ODBC or OLEDB (Abdullat, 2004). These architectural data exchange frameworks offer client applications a common interface to datastores,
regardless of underlying (database) server specifics. While not currently implemented, Charon allows a driver to be developed and integrated into a JDBC, ODBC or OLEDB architecture.

Design goals for Charon are twofold: it has to be well-defined (keywords and protocol) and client-independent (operating system and programming language). The interface goes beyond simple linear streaming typical in relational databases and allows clients to navigate an XML document using CanStoreX DOM while only materializing the portions that are needed.

BioModels dataset

The BioModels dataset consists of a set of curated and non-curated biological pathways. It is available for download through the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (http://www.embl.org; Le Novère et al., 2006). Each pathway is contained in an individual SBML (Hucka et al., 2003) file. In order to facilitate integrated research, it is desirable to have a mechanism in place that can integrate queries over all files simultaneously. However, a simple collated XML-file is too complex to handle with traditional XML DOM. Therefore, the integrated XML-file was uploaded to CanStoreX. The CanStoreX XQuery implementation was then used to query the entire dataset as a single entity, rather than looping over a set of individual files.
**Results and implementation**

The overall architecture of CanStoreX consists of five key components: Disk Space Manager, Buffer Manager, Loading Engine, CanStoreX DOM API and XQuery Engine.

The Disk Space Manager manages the local storage for CanStoreX. It supports the concept that a page is a unit of data and provides commands to allocate, deallocate, read or write pages. The size of a buffer residing in main memory is chosen to be the same as the size of a page on the disk, such that a reading or writing operation can be completed in one disk I/O. The Buffer Manager manages a pool of buffers. It is responsible for bringing pages from disk to main memory and back as needed.

The Load Engine parses and loads an original XML document into the CanStoreX storage using a pagination algorithm (Ma et al., 2004; Patenroi, 2005). It parses an XML document and adds storage-facilitating nodes on the fly to support pagination. Pages are interconnected to reflect the structure of the document. The end result of pagination would be a group of pages in the storage, rooted at the root page of the XML document. The document is permanently stored in a ready to use form.

The CanStoreX DOM API allows users to navigate within the DOM tree, which corresponds to an XML document in the storage. With CanStoreX DOM API, the parts of a document needed by the user are automatically brought into main memory. The XQuery Engine processes XQuery expressions (Boag et al., 2007) from users, and communicates with the CanStoreX DOM API to access the DOM tree of an XML document.
Individual SBML-files were concatenated into a single XML-file and imported into CanStoreX. The XQuery Engine was then used to examine the integrated dataset. The total number of molecular species over all models is 2,139. The number of unique molecular species is 1,640. Among the most observed molecules are ATP and NADH, which are used in energy transfer in the cell. Other molecules that are present over multiple pathways are p53, a protein involved and targeted in cancer research (Staples et al., 2008). MAPK and MEK are two kinases that are well-documented as signaling molecules (e.g. Ballif and Blenis, 2001). Molecular species occurring in two or more pathways are the more interesting targets of scrutiny, because they allow for the coupling and integration of different pathways.

Another application of finding similar elements across different pathways is the integration of their respective local annotations. All pathways are stored in SBML, wherein each molecular species can have a generic <annotation> element. The element can be populated by any legal XML-code. This results in both sparse and heterogeneous datasets, at least when considering the data in a conventional relational paradigm. To resolve ambiguity in the meaning of the information, <annotation>-elements are associated with namespace declarations. These depend on the host application that generated the pathway (SBML is supported by around 100 different applications). Different applications can therefore store different information for molecules. For example, one application may store binding sites for a protein P in pathway A while a different application may store the amino acid sequence for protein P in pathway B. Integration is now beneficial because we can acquire both the binding sites and the
amino acid sequence for protein P (as well as possibly integrate pathways A and B, cf. supra).

Charon offers the software designer many options to utilize CanStoreX in an application. Through a socket communication protocol, a programmer has the option to receive a stream of XML data, or use a hierarchical DOM-like approach of the data. The eventual choice depends on the type of application (Desktop vs. Web) and the size of the expected return stream (Megabytes vs. Gigabytes). Charon is a fundamental component of CanStoreX in order to allow implementation into scalable multi-tier applications.

Discussion

CanStoreX is a novel scalable Native XML Database – NXD. In separate tests, the database has shown to be able to handle up to 100 Gigabyte test-documents generated by the XMark benchmarking tool (Schmidt et al., 2001). This manuscript describes results of applying CanStoreX to a real-life dataset of biological pathways. The technology enables the integration of data collected from multiple sources into a single seamless XML document and data repository.

CanStoreX offers obvious physical advantages, such as reduced memory requirements and scalability. In addition, one of the biggest advantages offered is the possibility to query all data simultaneously. While it is technically possible to loop over a set of smaller SBML/XML-files individually, applying a single query to the entire dataset is much more convenient and faster (both in designing the query and its execution).
Even loading the dataset in a regular web-browser / viewer required 1 GigaByte in memory. Specialized software (WMHelp XMLPad Pro; http://www.wmhelp.com) still consumed 150 MegaBytes, a more than ten-fold increase compared to the actual filesize. These technologies only allow viewing the data and do not support any query capability. Therefore, the use of an XML database solution is justified.

We have already shown in the result section set that the SBML format by design results in both sparse and heterogeneous datasets. XML is the best solution to handle such data, since only the XML elements that are present are stored (empty blocks do not translate to relational NULL values). Different versions of the format are no more problematic either, as CanStoreX does not require a predefined metadata structure to map data to. All that it expects is well-formatted XML.

Integration of biological pathways in CanStoreX is more than a technical exercise. Having all pathways available as a single queryable unit leads to new applications. Questions can now be asked that were very difficult to ask with conventional relational or DOM technology. Examples of this are the coupling of pathways based on common molecular species membership, and the composition of integrated annotation for selected species.

A problem that the current integrated dataset suffers from is knowledge and recognition of synonyms. E.g. “Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate” and “Fructose 1,6-phosphate” identify the same chemical component, yet today they show up as two individual entities, each occurring twice. The problem is systematic, since chemical compounds inherently have a number of designations, such as CAS-number, systematic
name, and structural formula. A similar case is a reference to “water” and “H2O”. The problem runs deeper than simple curation, since an end-user still expects to be able to search for both terms. The result should be all instances of pathways that include either “H2O” or “water”. Solving this problem will allow the construction of additional integrated super-pathways. Once synonyms are resolved, it would certainly be possible to standardize naming in search results.

The current XQuery engine in CanStoreX only supports a subset of the grammar that includes the basic FLWR expressions, path expressions and a few basic operators and functions. The updates operations are expected to be supported by the XQuery engine in CanStoreX in the near future.

Finally, this case study looks only at a limited set of pathways available in EMBL’s BioModels repository. Only 21% (337) of all molecular species are present in two or more pathways (although this number can be expected to somewhat increase when solving the aforementioned synonym problem). Plans for the future therefore include obtaining and integrating pathways from additional sources such as KEGG (Kanehisa, 2002) or Reactome (Joshi-Tope et al., 2005).

**Conclusion**

As a general data format, XML has been very successful. The omni-presence of XML datasets today leads to new challenges in storage and querying technology. CanStoreX is a novel platform that is both scalable and flexible. Aside from benchmarking CanStoreX internally with industry-accepted methodologies (XMark;
Schmidt et al., 2001), we also examined a real-life biological hierarchical heterogeneous dataset. The dataset is hard to manipulate or query without the help of CanStoreX, and the platform is at the stage where it can be easily integrated into a variety of software development paradigms thanks to the Charon communication layer. After loading the BioModels dataset, we also find that the availability of integrated pathway data leads to new questions that are hard to answer without CanStoreX. Feedback from biologists in months to come will undoubtedly result in additional functionality.

XML is very flexible at many levels and having in-house technology helps in solving problems on supporting collaboration and remote access. Unlike relational databases that are a representation of the data in tabular form, XML offers more options to support new applications. Specifically, we see tremendous opportunity for future expansion in the area of heterogeneous and sparse data, as illustrated here by the BioModels dataset. Further potential for CanStoreX exists in the field of collaboration (e.g. introduction of new problem-specific tags to facilitate versioning), an important area in a world with ever expanding project teams.
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